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devices.Q: Dynamic Constructor parameter of class using Reflection I'm trying to create a generic constructor with a reflection
based parameter. Here is my (simplified) code: public class Configuration : IConfiguration { public Configuration(int arg) { ....
} } public class Factory : IFactory public IConfiguration GetConfig(string name) Type type =... ; return new Configuration(1);

This is what I tried: MethodInfo method = typeof(Factory).GetMethod("GetConfig"); Type generic = method.ReturnType;
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ParameterInfo genericParam = generic.GetConstructors().First(); PropertyInfo prop =
genericParam.GetProperty("Configuration", BindingFlags.Static | BindingFlags.Public); PropertyInfo pi =

prop.PropertyType.GetProperty("arg", BindingFlags.Instance | BindingFlags.Static | BindingFlags.Public); object instance =
pi.GetValue(null, null); Now, this fails at with the error: Cannot implicitly convert type 'int' to 'object' The problem seems to be

the lack of a parameter of type int in the GetConstructors method. How can I dynamically get the integer parameter of the
constructor? UPDATE: I know that I can replace int by int?, but I actually want to access the constructor's parameter, because it

has to be of a specific type. That's why I want to use the reflection instead of 82157476af
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